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Until the mid-2000s, the number of formal classroom observations assigned to teachers by policy was largely based on teacher years of experience or tenure (Steinberg & Donaldson, 2016). Now, the policy-based assignment of observations in several states is determined by teacher effectiveness, with less effective teachers assigned more observations. At face value, this change in observation assignment is laudable because students taught by more effective teachers experience better short- and long-run cognitive and non-cognitive outcomes (Chetty, Friedman, & Rockoff, 2014; Jackson, 2018). And, recent studies suggest that, under certain conditions, the receipt of more observations improves teacher effectiveness (Hunter, 2019a; Papay & Richard, 2017), although there is also strong evidence to the contrary (de Barros, 2019; Hunter, 2019b).

Yet, the number of observations assigned to teachers by state policy may (un)consciously lead observers to generate biased observation scores. Observers may believe teachers assigned more observations are worse teachers, and (un)wittingly issue lower observation scores, independent of observed teacher performance. Such bias will also bias composite measures of teacher effectiveness that heavily rely on teacher observation scores, as most composites do (Steinberg & Kraft, 2017). To the extent teacher professional development and personnel policies (e.g., retention, bonus pay) depend on composite measures of teacher effectiveness, resources may be substantially misallocated. Therefore, sources of bias in teacher observation scores are of interest to both policymakers and practitioners.

Strong Evidence of Negative Bias at Thresholds Where State Policy Assigns Observations

Using three years of teacher panel data from more than 80 percent of Tennessee districts, a working paper by EdPolicyForward’s Seth Hunter finds strong suggestive evidence that relatively (in)effective teachers receive substantially lower observation scores when state policy assigns them more observations.
(Hunter, 2019c). Critically, the evidence suggests it is the assignment of observations, not the receipt, that introduces this bias. For example, a relatively (in)effective teacher assigned to receive two instead of one policy-assigned observations over the course of a year is predicted to receive substantially lower observation scores on her first observation of the year. Yet, there is no way the receipt of a teacher’s second observation can genuinely affect her first observation score, suggesting the negative relationship captures some form of observer bias. At the beginning of each school year, observers learn how many policy-assigned observations teachers should receive. This observer knowledge may (un)intentionally introduce observer bias into first observation scores. Among relatively ineffective teachers, the assignment of an additional observation by state policy is predicted to lower first observation scores, but all predictions are statistically insignificant and are not discussed any further. However, when state policy assigns relatively effective teachers an additional observation, their first observation scores are predicted to decline by a statistically significant 0.2 standard deviations. This decline is equivalent to approximately half the difference between the average observation scores of first- and second-year teachers, representing a substantial decline.

Dr. Hunter estimates these relationships using a “regression discontinuity design,” one of the strongest research designs following a randomized control trial (Shadish, Cook, & Campbell, 2002). Tennessee policy assigns observations based on whether a teacher is above or below certain thresholds on its composite measure of teacher effectiveness. The research design compares teachers just to either side of each threshold within small bandwidths, treating whether a teacher is located just to either side of a threshold as a process of “local randomization.” Because teachers in these small bandwidths are “locally randomized,” and because falling to one or the other side results in a different number of policy-assigned observations, the research design mimics a process by which teachers are randomly assigned some number of observations by state policy. However, a potential drawback of this research design is limited generalizability: findings may not generalize beyond the bandwidths surrounding thresholds.

Ancillary analyses explore confounding influences, with the most plausible being that the assignment of more observations by state policy to relatively effective teachers is confounded with teacher assignment to a lower category of effectiveness. That is, when relatively effective teachers cross from above to below the threshold they are assigned to a lower category of effectiveness and more observations by state policy, either of which may introduce bias. Analyses strongly suggest that the assignment of a relatively effective teacher to a lower category of effectiveness is
Implications

The evidence leads to three implications: two radical and one realistic. First, policy could assign all teachers the same number of observations. But this would almost certainly be an unproductive solution. If all teachers were assigned the same number as the least effective teachers this would increase the administrative burdens of teacher evaluation, which administrators already report as being quite burdensome (Kraft & Gilmour, 2016; Rigby, 2015). Alternatively, if all teachers were assigned the same number as the most effective teachers, this may result in foregone opportunities to improve the effectiveness of the least effective teachers via observational processes. Second, policymakers could remove observation scores as a high-stakes measure of teacher performance, reducing the importance of observer bias. However, the recent trend has been for states to give increasingly more weight to observation scores (e.g., Tennessee Board of Education, 2013; Tennessee Department of Education, 2016).

The most realistic course of action in response to this work may be for policymakers and practitioners to mitigate observer bias. Some work suggests intensive, and ongoing professional development for observers can reduce large degrees of observer bias (Milanowski, 2017). However, the effectiveness of such professional development varies substantially (Graham, Milanowski, & Miller, 2012), and we do not yet understand what accounts for this variation. Nonetheless, the evidence discussed here implies mitigating observer bias arising from the assignment of observations by state policy is a task worth pursuing.


